Title: TRAILER BRAKE SYSTEM

Abstract: A low cost brake control system adapted to provide roll stability control on a trailer. The system comprises a brake control unit having a load, exhaust and backup valve. This control unit is adapted to control pneumatically and electrically first and second ABS relay valves, each of the ABS relay valves being assigned to a single brake channel adapted to control the braking pressure on the trailer. This enables accurate control of the brakes during a roll stability event.
Trailer Brake System

The present arrangement relates to a brake valve arrangement in particular, but not exclusively, for a trailer vehicle or agricultural vehicle.

Existing trailer brake system valve arrangements are known from, for example, WO03011664 which discloses brakes of the front axle of the trailer of a utility vehicle are impinged upon with a brake pressure by way of a single, common ABS valve. Said ABS valve is electrically actuated by an EBS module associated with the rear wheel brakes depending on a differential slip between the front axle and the rear axle.

GB2499459 discloses a further brake system comprises a braking device capable of generating a braking force on a wheel on the trailer, a brake force into the brake cylinders being controllable by a braking ECU. The braking ECU is connected to a standards compliant communication bus on said trailer and is adapted to receive data inputs from sensors on the trailer. An interface to trailer electronics and a communications interface are also provided. The brake system is further adapted to transmit a trailer identifier such as an SSID, such that the trailer identifier can be paired with a further device, such as a mobile telephone associated with a tractor driver, the further device having previously been provided with the trailer identifier.

As braking systems become more sophisticated and have additional functionality such as that described in GB2499459 or levelling control, the cost of the brake system tends to increase. An additional problem is that there is increasing pressure on space on trailers due to this functionality as the additional functionality requires additional electrical and pneumatic connections for which there is little space. Trailer builders in addition do not wish to redesign the trailer if this is avoidable and so the compromises in the known systems have been perceived to have a lower reliability due to the additional external connections.

EP21121359 describes a valve adapted to provide additional raise/lower functionality to a known braking system. Although the valve disclosed in this patent provides the required raise lower functionality, its inclusion with known brake systems results in additional cost and space requirements on the trailer.
US2005/0137767 discloses a roll stability system using ABS hardware. The solution proposed suffers from the problem that it uses a lot of air, which is disadvantageous with roll stability as these events are quite common. The solution proposed in this document also cannot control the brake pressure when then roll stability is active so a further braking intervention is not possible when the roll stability is active.

These known solutions, which are developed for the US and European markets, comprise highly integrated mechatronic modules which lower the component count of the brake control for the vehicle to two or three parts. Such a high level of integration provides a clear advantage in terms of size, weight and installation simplicity to the original equipment manufacturer because lower cycle times directly result in lower production costs.

In both the US and European markets, both tractor and the trailer have the same high levels on integration, as such the service networks for vehicles are highly trained and skilled and capable of dealing with complex systems. Furthermore, vehicle operators are aware of the need to regularly maintain and service equipment to prevent premature failures.

However, in emerging markets such as Brazil and China although these service networks exist but they do not have the knowledge and training for dealing with highly complex systems. Also vehicle operators may not be as diligent about regular maintenance leading to situations where the air supply to the trailer is contaminated with water, oil and dirt particles. In such conditions highly integrated mechatronic solutions may suffer from premature failure. As the service networks are not trained in such complex systems, when faced with a such a component, given the high replacement cost, may attempt a repair of the module themselves. This in turn may lead to safety related defects being introduced due to the repair which is clearly not desirable.

The present invention therefore seeks to provide a trailer electronic brake system capable of providing more advanced functionality such as roll stability that requires less training to maintain safely.

According to the invention there is provided a brake control system for a trailer which brake control system is adapted to provide RSP control, the brake control system comprising a brake control unit, which control unit is adapted to control pneumatically and electrically first
and second ABS relay valves, each of the ABS relay valves being assigned to a single brake channel adapted to control the braking pressure on the trailer.

Preferably, the trailer is provided with at least two wheel speed sensors adapted to provide an indication of wheel speed on respective sides of the trailer and a lateral acceleration sensor so that the brake control unit can determine whether a roll stability event is about to occur, for example due to the differential wheel speeds.

Preferably, the brake control unit comprises load valve, exhaust valve and a relay valve, each channel acts on one side of the trailer. Preferably the control unit controls the braking pressure in each channel independently of the brake pressure in the other channel.

Preferably, the brake control unit determines whether there is a loss of stability based at least in part on the wheel speed sensor signals and a signal from a lateral acceleration sensor and in the event that the brake control unit determines that there is a loss of stability controls the brake pressure in one or both channels to provide stability control.

The invention provides a simple single channel RSP system to pilot the ABS relay valves - as there are two ABS valves, the RSP system can direct the pressure to the left or right side of the vehicle depending on the dynamic situation of the trailer - thereby providing a true multi-channel RSP system. The solution of the invention provides a more accurate control of the brake pressure than in the prior art solutions, in particular it is possible to accurately brake during an RSP intervention which the known prior art solutions cannot perform.

Advantageously, the RSP module relay valve piston may be reduced in size as it is only a pilot for the main ABS modulators. However, it may also be increased in size to reduce the hysteresis / crack pressure.

For emerging markets, such a separation of the RSP system from the ABS valves provides an additional safety benefit. It is known that in the case of contamination on a mechatronic module such as used in Europe, the module will detect an error and shut down, thus resulting in no ABS, load sensing or RSP, but such occurrences are extremely rare due to good maintenance regimes. In the case of the distributed system, the Single channel RSP module
may become contaminated and shut down, however, ABS would still be fully functional via the external ABS relay valves.

An exemplary embodiment of the invention will now be described in greater detail in which:

- Fig. 1 shows a schematic of a brake system
- Fig. 2 shows schematically a brake control unit
- Fig. 3 shows schematically a relay valve

Figure 1 shows a schematic of a brake system for a trailer having three axles, each wheel end 1-6 of which being provided with a braking device capable of exerting a brake force. The wheel-ends 2 and 5 are provided with a speed sensor 7,8. The trailer electronic braking system is provided with pneumatic connection to the service brake line or yellow line 9 and the emergency or red line 10 from the prime mover or truck (not shown). The yellow line 9 is connected to a trailer brake valve 11, which provides an emergency brake function acting on the service brake line. The trailer brake valve 11 is connected to the trailer RSP module 12. The redline 10 is connected to an optional park and shunt valve 13, which is in fluid connection with the rear wheel ends 2,3,5 and 6 to provide manoeuvrability when the trailer is parked. Both the trailer brake valve 11 and the park and shunt valve 13 are connected to the trailer reservoir 14, which in turn is in fluid communication with the trailer RSP module 12. The reservoir 14 is also connected to each of the relay valves 15, 16.

The RSP module 12 is connected to first and second single channel ABS valves 15 and 16, each of which valves is adapted to supply service braking pressure to the braking devices on the wheel ends 1-6. The RSP module 12 is provided with an electrical connection to the prime mover/truck via an ISO1185 connector 17 as well as a separate supply via the ISO1185 stop light connector 19. A trailer mounted warning lamp 18 is controlled via the RSP module 12. Further electrical connections are shown to control each of the ABS valves 15, 16 as well as electrical inputs from the wheel speed sensors 7,8.

Figure 2 shows schematically a pneumatic arrangement for the RSP module 12. The module 12 comprises an ECU 20 adapted to receive the inputs from the wheel speed sensors 7,8 at inputs 21, 22 as well as the connections from the ISO7638 connector 23. The module is shown with three pneumatic inputs, namely from the reservoir via port 1, from the service
brake line via port 4 and from the air suspension via port 42. The air suspension port 42 is provided with a pressure transducer 24, which is controllable by the ECU 20. A further pressure transducer 25 is provided to measure the pressure in the service brake line.

The service brake line connects to a back up solenoid valve 26, the output of which is connected to a conduit 27, which supplies the pressure to the pilot of relay valve 28. The conduit 27 is also connected to the outlet of the load valve 29 and inlet of the exhaust valve 30. The load valve and exhaust valve are 2/2 solenoid valves.

The air supply through port 1 passes through a filter 31 to the inlet of the relay valve 28, which is provided with two outlets. The first outlet supplies the brake pressure to the ABS valves via ports 21 and the second outlet is connected to the common exhaust port 3, to which the outlet of the exhaust valve 30 is also connected. A further pressure transducer 32 is provided in the conduit to the ports 21, the electrical outlet of which is controllable by the ECU 20. The solenoid valves 26, 29, 30 are also electrically controlled by the ECU 20.

Figure 3 shows the pneumatic arrangement of the relay valves 15, 16. The relay valve is provided with two pneumatic inputs, namely from the reservoir via port 1, from the service brake line via port 4.

The pneumatic pressure from the port 4 is supplied to a load valve 35, shown here as a 2/2 solenoid valve and an exhaust valve 36, shown here as a 3/2 solenoid valve. The first outlet of the exhaust valve 36 pilots the relay valve 37, which receives a supply pressure from port 1. The second outlet of the exhaust valve 36 connects to the exhaust conduit along with the exhaust from the relay valve 37. The other outlet of the relay valve is connected to the brake pressure supply ports 2. The electrical control of the solenoid valves is provided via three electrical connection to the ECU 20. It would also be possible to operate the relay valve 37 solely with the exhaust valve and to dispense with the load valve.

The provision of two single channel brake and relay valves, which are controllable via a braking ECU 20 enables the provision of roll stability (RSP) on a trailer in such a manner that it can be easily repaired in areas without service networks as the pneumatic and electrical connections are very simple.
Claims

1. A brake control system for a trailer which brake control system is adapted to provide RSP control, the brake control system comprising a brake control unit, which control unit comprises a load, exhaust and backup valve and which control unit is adapted to control pneumatically and electrically first and second ABS relay valves, each of the ABS relay valves being assigned to a single brake channel adapted to control the braking pressure on the trailer.

2. A brake control system according to Claim 1, wherein the trailer is provided with at least two wheel speed sensors adapted to provide an indication of wheel speed on respective sides of the trailer and a lateral acceleration sensor so that the brake control unit can determine whether a roll stability event is about to occur.

3. A brake control system according to Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein the brake control unit further comprises a relay valve.

4. A brake control system according to any one of Claims 1 to 3, wherein each channel acts on one side of the trailer.

5. A brake control system according to any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the control unit controls the braking pressure in each channel independently of the brake pressure in the other channel.

6. A brake control system according to any one of Claims 1 to 5, wherein the brake control unit determines whether there is a loss of stability based at least in part on the wheel speed sensor signals and a signal from a lateral acceleration sensor and in the event that the brake control unit determines that there is a loss of stability controls the brake pressure in one channel to provide stability control.

7. A brake control system according to Claim 6, wherein the brake pressure is controlled in both channels.
8. A brake control system according to any one of Claims 1 to 7, wherein the ABS valves are actuable independently of the brake control unit providing stability control.
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